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                                                                                                                                                             Ashraf  et al., 2014  
 
           Longman et al. (2009) & Chen, M. (2009) 

On an Indonesian child’s utterances 

Online games intervention English vocabulary awareness 

Longman et al. (2009) concluded that 
players derived social support from fellow 
online gamers which is, in turn, associated 

with improved wellbeing. In addition, 
online games have been linked with skill 

development. Chen (2009) described 
MMORPGs as providing opportunity for 

communication, problem solving, 
teamwork and shared goals, highlighting 
the potential benefits of these interactions 

on social relationships, communication 
skills and some cognitive functions 

Games in general and online ones in specific as effective educational aids which 
result in learners' increased motivation and improved performance during the process 
of vocabulary learning.  It's also worth mentioning that people learn more if necessary, 
as they say "Necessity is the mother of invention", and this issue was clearly observed 
during the treatment.  

Participants in "online games" had to understand the content of the context written 
on the screen to survive or win the game. On one hand, the gamers became more 
interested in playing and wished to achieve better results, and on the other hand, they 
tried to learn more new words in addition to the vocabulary prepared for the class. The 
more and sooner they acquire the new vocabulary, the better they play the game.  
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• From a psychological perspective, linguistic awareness represents the ability to change attention from the 
content to form (Magnusson and Naucle´r, 1993).  

• Wilson (2002) stated the following: 
We cannot be clear about just what actual phenomena the words are supposed to describe—we cannot even 
identify the phenomena properly, let alone explain them. Thus both research in reading and special 
pedagogies designed to improve reading will be geared, consciously or unconsciously, to some conception of 
what reading is or what the ability to read consists of 
(1) “reading” presumably involves more than just making appropriate pronunciation: it involves some kind 

of understanding of what is read. But how much understanding, and understanding of what? Of grammar 
and syntax and sentence-structure only, or of semantics also?  

(2) what kind of content does “the ability to read” involve? What vocabulary is supposed to be used; what 
subject matter is the person supposed to be familiar with? Nursery rhymes, shopping lists, descriptions of 
everyday occurrences at school, fairy tales, the lyrics of pop music, or what? Whether a person is “able to 
read” or not will be largely relative to this content and vocabulary. One might even ask  

(3) what kind of script or symbols are we talking about? A person can read English (in capital letters or 
minuscules), Chineseideograms and Egyptian hieroglyphics, mathematical equations, maps and charts, 
graphs, musical scores, and many other things: there is no reason to suppose that there is something 
called “the ability to read” which is totally independent of the symbolic medium  
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                                                                            Bollen & Curran. (2006); Singer & Willett.(2003) 

 
           Ployhart, Robert  E & Vandenberg , Robert  J.(2010) 

Longitudinal research as research 
emphasizing the study of change and 
containing at minimum three repeated 

observations (although more than three is 
better) on at least one of the substantive 

constructs of interest. The variables 
underlying the theory and their 

relationships are described in dynamic 
terms. Collect repeated measures over 

time from the same units of observation 
(the units could be individuals, teams, 

organizations, etc.) and in such a manner 
that units may be linked over time. 

An emphasis on change permits 
researchers to capture two important 

characteristics of change: (a) within-unit 
change across time, or growth trajectories, 

and (b) inter unit differences in change 
that can be either predicted or used for 

prediction 
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Period Words and Meaning 
 

Words and Meaning 

English vocabularies uttered in 
school 

  

Meaning based on the child’s 
knowledge (Indonesian 

translation) 

English vocabularies uttered when 
playing the online games 

  

Meaning based on the child’s knowledge 
(Indonesian translation) 

Month 1 Head /hæd/ 
Nose /nƆz/ 
Eyes /aiz/ 
Ears /er:z/ 
Mouth /mƆ θ/ 
Hands /hænz/ 
Feet /fIt/ 

Kepala 
Hidung 
Mata 
Telinga 
Mulut 
Tangan 
Kaki 

telepɒ:rt (teleport) 
pIkæx (pick axe) 
kIl (kill) 
flInt (flint) 
  
infIniti (infinity) 
bai (buy) 

pindah tempat pakai alat 
kapak 
membunuh 
membuat korek untuk masuk ke neraka 
- (tidak paham) 
membeli 

Month 2 Hair /her/ 
Look /lUk/ 
Say /sei/ 

rambut 
melihat 
bilang 

siUt (shoot) 
  
andU (undo) 
envIl (envil) 
lOgIn (login) 
servər (server) 

tidak boleh bicara, tapi boleh bergerak 
- (tidak paham) 
barang untuk memperkuat senjata 
password untuk masuk 
dunia 

Month 3 Smell /smel/ 
Taste /tes/ 
Touch /toUʃ/ 
Hear /hiə/ 

Bau 
Rasanya 
Memegang 
Mendengar 

sIngel pleiər (single player) 
  
gIv əwei (give away) 
poteto ap (potato up) 

punya dunia tapi cuma bisa sendirian 
hadiah  
kentang beracun 

Month 4 Egg /æg/ 
Water /wÞtər/ 
Chicken /tʃIkən/ 

Telur 
Air 
Ayam 

an miut (unmute) 
ηəkræʃ (crash) 
gugəlsəert (google search) 

biar suaranya tidak muncul 
dunianya rusak 
tempat mencari 

Month 5 Panda /panda/ 
Bear /ber/ 
Turtle /turtəl/ 
Monkey /mÞηkei/ 

Panda 
Beruang 
Kura-kura 
Monyet 

badəwei (by the way) 
solder (soldier) 
regIstər (register) 

- (tidak paham) 
tentara 

Month 6 Elephant  /eləpen/ 
Iguana /IgUana/ 
Octopus /ɒktopUs/ 

Gajah 
Iguana 
gurita 

sel aitəm (sell item) 
horz (horse) 
bædwarz (bed wars) 
netwɒ:k (network) 

barang dijual 
Kuda 
Game di dalam game 
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1. Some English vocabularies used in online games are more interesting than English vocabularies 
taught in school. It can be seen from the various and the number of the words uttered 

2. The words used in the play are mostly recognized well both the spelling and the meaning though 
some don’t.  

3. Conversation uttered during the play done by randomly participants background such as age, 
sex, etc. reflects the intended receiver of the message come from the other players in the game.  

4. More various English vocabularies used in playing online games show that a context permitting 
the addressee to recognize the message is a game constructing some buildings with their 
environment surrounded. It results some particular meaning for some words. 

5. Informal language used during the play reflects the mode of contact that is a kind of 
psychological connections done among the gamers. They have averagely same competency both 
in mastering the language and the content. A code providing the signs and structural information 
spoken uses some languages that are Indonesian, English, and Sundanese language. 
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English vocabulary awareness on a child living in a 
multilingual environment involves not only making 
appropriate pronunciation but also getting and 
understanding a particular meaning through his 
“reading” skill. 

Language used in online games is 
supposed to be more familiar with the 
child so it gives better impact than 
language used  taught in school.  

Script or fascinating symbols used in online 
games attract so deep that the child easily 
remember and it supports the child to have 
“the ability to read” 
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